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Summary of the study

The aim of this study was to identify and clarify the parameters of convergence between 
the Ibn Giny and trends modern linguistic a study in the recruitment context in the 
lesson linguistic old Arab, where the view finder through Atalaúh works, this world 
is a kind of rapprochement between him and the modern trends that dealt with the 
text language, where the two agreed in their understanding of the text on the necessity 
of taking into account the context of various types.

The importance of this study lies in that they are trying to find points of convergence 
between recent trends and trends in the old lesson of the Arab world through this deal 
Galilee Ibn Giny with text to understand and extract hidden. And by following the 
descriptive and analytical study reached its goal which is that I’m taking is considered 
a pioneer in the study of language based on the contextual approach and it was the 
first contributor to the establishment of the theory of the context in which it now 
boasts of Western scientists.
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